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Accidents and hazards can happen anytime and therefore it is always better to make adequate
provisions to combat such challenging situations without causing much damage. Fire is one of such
gravest emergencies and quite capable of causing irreparable damages to not only the place of
occurrence but also to the people present in the vicinity..

The twin agent fire extinguishers are one of the best tools that help in keeping you safe from
hazards. Basically it uses chemical and dry foam to fight fire and it is the presence of these
chemicals that makes the process really fast and effective therefore minimizing the changes of fire
spreading and causing further damages.

The need for the twin agent fire extinguishers are especially felt in the commercial sectors. In the
offices that has their own servers or works with hot chambers, a slightest of mistake can result in a
big fire. Specially, with the modern day inter wire electrical connectivity systems, the fire can spread
rapidly within no time. Even air conditioning systems which are visible in almost every houses and
offices are capable of causing fire and major accidents..

As highlighted above, the twin agent fire extinguishers make use of a dry chemical called purple-K
supported by foam. On spraying the solution, the chemical reduces the fire whereas the foam
develops a thick layer on the fuel thereby preventing it from catching fire again.  In cases of fires
resulting from pressurized gases, the foal cools the metal and then the chemical controls and
extinguishes the fire.
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Chris Adam - About Author:
For more information on a twin agent, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a twin agent!
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